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PAET I

DIALECTS OP THE ARAPAHO GROUP

The Dialects

According to the latest authority, Dr. Truman Michelson/ the

languages of the great Algonkin family fall into four primary, sub-

stantially co-ordinate, but very unequal groups. Three of these are

Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and Arapaho. The fourth, or Eastern-Central,

comprises all the other dialects of the family. The Blackfoot, Chey-

enne, and Arapaho were buffalo hunters in the open plains. The

other tribes with scarcely an exception were timber people. It is

erroneous, however, to look for an exact repetition of this primary

cultural cleavage in the linguistic organization of the family. The

Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and Arapaho tongues are as distinct from one

another as from the remaining languages. This fact had indeed been

asserted, in so far as the imperfect evidence permitted opinion, before

Dr. Michelson's exact comparative studies, and has long rendered

very improbable, at least as regards the Blackfoot and the Arapaho,

the prevailing assumption, which is still largely current, that all the

Plains Algonkin tribes are recent offshoots from the main body of the

stock in the wooded region. It cannot be emphasized too strongly

that wherever these tribes may originally have lived, they were not,

for a long time past, close relatives and perhaps not even neighbors

of the Cree, Ojibwa, or any other known Algonkin division. The

recent brilliant discovery of Dr. E. Sapir that the far-away Yurok

and Wiyot languages on the Pacific Coast of California are Algonkin

proves that the history of this great assembly of tongues cannot be

deduced by any off-hand inference from recent habits of life or dis-

tribution of the Indian tribes involved. The writer believes that the

Arapaho have been separated from the Central and Eastern Algonkins

for more than a thousand years.

The Arapaho recognize five former divisions of their people. As

placed by them in order from south to north, these were the Na^wa^i-

nahl'na^ or South- f-people, the Ha^anaxawtine'na'' or Rock-people,

the Hinana'e'ina^ or Arapaho proper, the BSsa^wune'na^ or Wood-

1 Science, xxxv, 675, 1912, and Bureau of American Ethnology, Twenty-eighth

Annual Report, Washington, 221-290, 1912.
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house-people, and the Hitoune'na^ or Begging-people. The last are

the tribe that calls itself Ha'a'ninin and has long been known as

Atsina or Qros Ventre of the Prairie. The Arapaho proper have for

a considerable time been divided into a northern and a southern

branch. As the language of these two halves scarcely differs even

dialectically, the distinction, however important historically, may be

disregarded in the present connection.^ The three other tribes have

long since coalesced with the Arapaho. The B&sa"wtinena, whose

dialect was very similar to that of the Hinana'eina^, are still to be

found among them in some numbers, though without any identity as

a separate group. A very few people remembering something of the

Na^wa^nah&na^ dialect were living in 1^9. From one of these was

obtained the brief vocabulary given below. This dialect is more

divergent from Arapaho proper than either Bftsa'^wtinena'^ or Gros

Ventre, and, at least superficially, shows some resemblance to Chey-

enne. No one was found who remembered the speech of the Ha'^a-

naxawunena^, which is said by the Arapaho to have been the most

different from their own. One of their submerged dialects, probably

this Ha^anaxawunena^ tongue, some Arapaho declare to have been

intermediate between their own speech and Blackfoot. The state-

ment is here made only on Indian authority. It is not impossible

that some specimens of this speech may yet be recoverable by careful

search among the Arapaho.

A brief comparative vocabulary of the four dialects on which

material could be obtained is appended. This is unfortunately badly

selected, and the phonetic perception and rendering are no doubt

inadequate even for Arapaho and Gros Ventre, which the author had

ampler opportunity to hear. Further, the words in the two other

dialects were obtained from people who no longer habitually used

them, perhaps had never done so. Still, the lists contain new infor-

mation, which may never be duplicated, and are therefore given with

all their imperfections.

2 Mr. James Mooney (Bur. Am. Ethn. Ann. Eep., xiv, 954, 1896, and Bur.

Am. Ethn., Bull. 30, 73, 1907), gives the five Arapaho subdivisions differently,

apparently through identifying the Na»wa^inahana" with the Na°wuinena^ the

southern half of the Arapaho proper. He therefore virtually omits the former

and exalts the southern branch of the Arapaho into a distinct division. Politi-

cally this may be correct for recent centuries, but the existence of a markedly

separate Na°waMnahana» dialect, as discussed below, necessitates the recognition

of this people, instead of the southern Arapaho proper, as one of the five divi-

sions, from the point of view of language and earlier history. The only alter-

native is to assume the specimens of speech obtained as Na"wa^nahana» to be

not Na°wa^inahana°, but Ha°anaxawunena°, a proceeding which would reconcile

all conflicting statements, but which would be arbitrary.
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